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Four women decide to solve their relationship problems using advice from a bestselling book.n But the men in their lives are less than cooperative. They need power over him. Therefore, they think and act independently, trying to please your need for freedom. The four women became close friends as their goals and thoughts came
together. Each relied on the other to set boundaries, make decisions, and keep their promises. STAGE 1. Include the Man1. Men don't like to do things themselves. Very few of them want to have it done for them. But the need for respect, support and decision-making is an integral part of the male psyche. Women - and men know this
very well - need admiration and recognition, which can only be received with support and respect. And if there is no support, there is no respect. Women can intuitively come to this conclusion if they look closely at their husbands, but men tend to neglect this. In order to see that you are what you are, you yourself need to change, and
it does not happen that a woman needs a man just because he exists. This fact says one thing: you need to learn to respect yourself and accept yourself for who you are. Do not quarrel with yourself and do not engage in self-deprecation. Take a step back and remember how long you felt like a woman, and what image of yourself you
have created. So use steps 2.1. Recognition and respect for yourself THIS IS HIS DEFINITION POINT and you will understand what he likes about you. He wants to see a woman next to him who attracts him as a person, seeks to show sincere interest in his inner experiences, listens to his opinion. And he knows what it means to be
loved. Remember that, while remaining a mystery and mystery to him, you yourself will never know about yourself. It is important to him that this woman is his daughter.He wants to see a woman next to him who can share his interests, live a full life and be cheerful. He understands that she shouldn't try to keep him against his will.

She needs to know that she is loved. He would like to see an energetic, self-confident woman nearby, free in her actions and not afraid to take risks. For men, it is important that everything that they themselves would like to achieve in life is embodied in a woman. Such women seem a little strange to them, because they love their
husbands, but are ready to do anything to create seven
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